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Mano county swat van

This page needs to be improved to meet Roblox Wikia's standards. This article must be completely rewritten or cleared to meet Roblox Wikia's quality standards. Please proofread this page and edit this to make it revamped. The specific problems are: the page needs to be restructured and rewritten. Police Role Play Community 125 Accurate from October 12, 2020 Emergency Response: Liberty County is
an emergency services role-playing game created by the Police Role Playing Community. The game, taking place in the fictional Liberty County, allows players to role play as a civilian, police officer, sheriff, firefighter, doctor, and worker for the department of transportation. Team Benefits Each team gets their own benefits. Each team gets a mobile phone, which can be used to call any player on the server
and emergency services. The civil team has the following items/benefits: Cell Phone Gun (If purchased from the gun store located behind FD) Note: civilians can ATMs and a jewelry store Liberty County Sheriff's Office and River City Police Department get the following benefits: Uniform (Varies between the 2 departments. Since RCPD has a dark blue, while LCSO has tan) Flashlight Mobile Data Tablet
(Both LCSO &amp; RCPD have the same features, exceptions are RCFD and DOT) Radar Gun, Riot Shield, Cones, Citation Book, Handcuffs, Taser (Only for officers and above), Stop Sticks (aka Spike Strips) (Corporal and above) The River City Fire Department team gets the following benefits: Uniforms (There are 3 types of uniforms) Mobile Data Tablet (It does not show any warrants or any records,
same with DOT), Chainsaw (Currently there is no need for it except role-playing), Firebar, Flashlight, Ladder, Medic Bagic (Medical Bag), Cones, Helmet. Note: The firefighter team cannot equip any weapons in the game (the chainsaw does not count as it is a role-playing game). You can't get hurt because you can't equip any weapons. The Department of Transportation Team gets the following benefits -
Mobile Data Tablet (Same as RCFD MDT, as it does not include any warrants or search), Cones, Tire Changer, Traffic Sign (Press E to switch page), Flashlight. Note: The Department of Transportation cannot equip any in-game weapons. Team Rangers law enforcement ranks 1st. Cadet/Recruit - 0 XP | This is the starting rank of any new player who joins either River City Police or Liberty County Sheriff.
2. Officer/Deputy - 500 XP | The player receives this rank after being given a total of 500 XP, releasing the taser in the law enforcement equipment menu. 3. Corporal - 1,200 XP | The player receives this rank after being given a total of 1,200 XP, unlocking the stop stick in the law enforcement equipment menu. 4. Sergeant - 2,250 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 2,250 XP. 5.
Lieutenant - 4,000 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 4,000 XP. 6. Captain - 6,500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 6,500 XP, Ghost Vehicle variants in the spawn menu for applicable patrol vehicles. 7. Larger - 9,000 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 9,000 XP. 8. Colonel - 13,500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a
total of 13,500 XP. 9. Commander/Chief Deputy - 20 000 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 20,000 XP. The game passes 1. Detective - Requires detective game pass, provides access to undercover uniform, unmarked police vehicles, police tape element, and evidence marker element. 2. SWAT - Requires SWAT game pass, provides access to SWAT police vehicle skin, armored
SWAT vehicle (Requires Sergeant + rank), SWAT uniform, two SWAT bulletproof vests (one for Robloxian 1.0 and one for Robloxian 2.0) (and is probably non-functional), and the Battering ram element. (Used to break down the doors of houses of wanted criminals) 3. Police Customization Packages – This game pass gives you instant access to the smart top police vehicle package and the ability to delete
the ram bar (A ram bar allows you to do a PIT maneuver on a faster car evade or wanted, but it must go at a certain speed) The package removes the top lightbar (Police flashy lights at the top of the car) and adds more more lights to the vehicle. You do not need to buy separate vehicles Fire &amp; Rescue Rows 1. Volunteers - 0 XP | This is the starting rank of any new player who joins River City Fire
&amp; Rescue. 2. Rookie - 500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 500 XP. 3. Firefighter - 1,200 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 1,200 XP. 4. Paramedic - 2,500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 2,500 XP. 5. Engineer - 4,750 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 4,750 XP. 6th Lieutenant - 8,000 XP | The player
receives this rank after receiving a total of 8,000 XP. 7th Captain - 13,000 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 13,000 XP. Ministry of Transport 1. Intern - 0 XP | This is the starting rank of all new players who join the Department Of Transportation 2. Tow operator - 500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 500 XP 3. Senior Operator - 2,000 XP | The player
receives this rank after receiving a total of 2,000 XP 4. Technician - 2,500 XP | The player receives this rank after receiving a total of 2,500 XP 5. Senior technician - 4,750 XP | The player receives this rank after being given a total of 4,750 XP Guns There are guns in Emergency Response: Liberty County that can be used to attack players in the game. To use guns, you need to buy them with in-game cash.
Go over to the gun store to buy guns. Here is a list of all the guns in the game at the moment. P2000 Pistol Magazine Size: 13 Damage: 10 Four Rate: Semi Price: $900 MAC-10 Machine Pistol Magazine Size: 30 Damages: 5 Brand Rate: 1200 Price: $2,450 Nova Shotgun Magazine Size: 8 Damages: 80 Four Rate: Semi Price: $ P90 Carbine Magazine Size: 40 Injuries: 5 Fire Rate: 1090 Price: $4,500
4,500 Assault Rifle Magazine Size: 32 Injuries: 7 Fire Rate: 750 Price: $3,800 M249 Machine Gun (gamepass only; 145 Robux) Magazine Size: 150 Injuries: 8 Four Rate: 705 Price: $5,200 Prison Is a Feature of Emergency Response: Liberty County That Punishes a Player If They Commit a Crime. There are a number of crimes you can go to jail for listed below. Crimes Murder of an officer, Injury an officer,
Murder of a civilian, an ATM, a jewelry store, Breaking traffic rules multiple times (Running Red lights and speeding, caught on cameras.) Run from the police (Start a pursuit with a police officer) 'Burglary of a house, and 'Popping Tires. What happens when you are sent to prison by a police officer arrest you, you immediately get teleported into a prison cell with the door locked. Two timers appear in the
lower right corner of the screen: One for when your prison door opens, and another for when you're released for your crime. Also a button appears above the prison door hours, says Bail Out. If you click the button, you'll get a message on the screen confirming that you'd like to pay cash in the game to be released immediately. While in prison, you can't buy goods/cash, switch teams, or get regular
paychecks. If you want to add insult to injury, if you try to leave prison by resetting or rejoing the game, you'll still be in jail! If you are released or you dirt, you will respawn outside the prison on the civilian alley and everything will return to normal. All guns purchased before going to prison will be taken away when you are released! You will have to rebuy all the guns bought before going to jail! The game
menu is the menu that lets you do most of the interactions in Emergency Response: Liberty County. The current features for the game menu are: Changing teams, buying cash, going into the game store and viewing the player list. Change teams In the shift team menu, click a team you'd like to select. If you click on one of the emergency service teams, you will be asked to select a call sign. The call sign
can only be digits and can only support 3 to 4. After you select a call sign, the menu closes and you want to respawn as the team you selected. (Note that you can't change teams whenever you want) Buy cash from the cash menu, you can select the amount of cash you want to buy. Here are the cash amounts you can buy at once. $7,500 cash for 35 Robux $25,000 cash for 90 Robux $70,000 cash for
230 Robux $200,000 cash for 58 0 Robux $750,000 cash for 1,800 Robux $2,000,000 cash for 3,500 Robux (best value) When you click on the amount of the cash, you would like, will it bring up standard Roblox buy prompt, and when purchased, it will give you the amount you specified. Hardware Store As of the physical store update. The game store tab is no longer available in the menu. To get your
tools and weapons. hiding behind fd station. And tool shop is behind the mall** In the game shop you can buy weapons and RFID RFID which lets you ATMs, and is a one-time use item before it is removed from your backpack. It will also let you refill ammunition for your guns, which will save between servers. Player list In the player list you can see all players' teams, call sign (only if you are an officer
yourself) and username. In-game cash allows you to purchase all the items in the game, including vehicles, items and more. The ways to make money are as follows. How to make money Continuing to play the game (in-game paychecks) ATMs jewelry store A player dropping cash (triggered by the player dying) You can also buy cash using the game menu with Robux. Law Enforcement Vehicles Ford
Crown Victoria – The Ford Crown Victoria is the first vehicle variant the player unlocks, at the takeoff rank of Cadet/Recruit. Dodge Charger Pursuit – Dodge Charger pursuit is the second vehicle variant the player unlocks, on the second law enforcement rank of Officer/Deputy. Ford Interceptor Utility – Ford Interceptor Utility is the third vehicle variant the player unlocks, at the third law enforcement rank of
corporal. Chevrolet Silverado - The Chevrolet Silverado is the fourth vehicle variant the player unlocks, at the fourth law enforcement rank of Sergeant. Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 - The Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 is the fifth and last variant the player unlocks, at the seventh law enforcement rank of Major. It is the fastest law enforcement vehicle in the game. Chevrolet Caprice PPV – The Chevrolet Caprice PPV is
a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player of any rank, priced at $19,500. Ford Interceptor Sedan - Ford Interceptor Sedan is a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player of any rank, priced at $22,000. Chevrolet Tahoe PPV – The Chevrolet Tahoe PPV is a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player of any rank, priced at $34,500. Ford F150 Raptor - Ford F150 Raptor is a vehicle
variant available for purchase to the player of any rank, priced at $38,000. Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 - The Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 is a vehicle variant available for purchase for the player of any rank, priced at $49,000. It is the second fastest law enforcement vehicle, as well as the fastest that can be purchased with cash. SWAT Van - The SWAT armored vehicle, available to players at the rank of Sergeant,
but also requires SWAT gamepass. Free to buy if both of these are met. All above mentioned police vehicles are available to both River City Police and Liberty County Sheriff. All rank vehicles can be accessed early using Robux except the Crown Victoria Fire &amp; Rescue Vehicles Fire Engine – The Fire Engine is the first vehicle variant the player unlocks, at the starting rank of Volunteers. Heavy
Rescue - The Heavy Rescue is the second vehicle variant the player unlocks, on the second fire and rescue rank of Rookie. Pumps Thoughts - Pumps Thoughts are the third which the player unlocks at the third third rank of Firefighter. GMC Ambulance - GMC Ambulance is the fourth vehicle variant the player unlocks, on the fourth fire and rescue rank of Paramedic. Ladder Truck - The Ladder Truck is the
fifth vehicle variant the player unlocks, on the fifth fire and rescue rank of the Engineer. Chevrolet Tahoe – The Chevrolet Tahoe is the sixth and final variant the player unlocks, on the sixth fire and rescue rank of lieutenant. Ford F-150 Brush Truck - The Ford F-150 Brush Truck is a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player of any rank, priced at $25,000. Freightliner Ambulance - Freightliner
Ambulance is a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player at any rank, priced at $29,500. Paramedic SUV - The Paramedic SUV is a vehicle variant available for purchase for the player at any rank, priced at $35,000. Department of Transportation Vehicles Toyota Tacoma - Toyota Tacoma is the first vehicle a player unlocks when joining. Flatbed Tow Truck – The Flatbed Tow Truck is the second
vehicle variant the player unlocks, at the second Department of Transportation rank Tow Operator F150 Arrow Board Truck – The Arrow Board Truck is a vehicle variant available for purchase to the player at any rank, priced at $50,000. ATMs ATMs are another way to get cash in Emergency Response: Liberty County. It's dangerous as you may be arrested for doing so! Be careful after robbery! Here's how
to do it For even starting an ATM, you need to buy an RFID Disruptor (which costs $250 and can be found in the Tools shop). After that, turn to an ATM, and then use it as you normally would. Then click RFID Disruptor in the lower-right corner to insert it. When you click on it, a minigame will start where you have to click at a certain time. You only have 2 strikes before you lose! If you do it enough times,
you will be desired and a pop-up displayed, telling you to collect the money. Once done, the GUI will disappear and you will have robbed an ATM. If you lose twice, you will be desired, the GUI will disappear and you will get no cash. Burglary in houses You can now break in and steal money from houses buy buy a lockpick from tools store (at the cost of $500). To use this entry all you have to do is go up to
a house that a player does not currently rent, equip your lockpick and then go through mini-games which involve a fast vertical motion bar that you need to stop close to the center of the screen. As soon as you enter the house the police will be alerted and you will get a wanted level, so be warned. Towing Cars Towing Cars is a feature that comes with DOT team vehicle Flat Bed Tow Truck. How to Tow
Cars Drive tow truck to a crashed car, go to the side of the truck and press the Tow Truck Menu. A menu will pop up, to pull the car you want to, lower the flatbed, press tow then press the car you want to pull (Unless of the car is in jail the owner must agree to withdraw) if they The car ends up on your flatbed, press up. The car will be on your flat bed and you will tow the car. You can't tow cars that are on
fire. Fires Fires will randomly generate on a building or brush and will have to be put out by firefighters. Fires can also generate if your vehicle's health reaches 0. How to set fires out to extinguish a fire, you must be in the Firefighter team'. You will have to drive to the fire using any vehicle. When the fire is called, equip the water hose when holding the water hose, press and aim for the fire, the flame
disappears, extinguish all fires to put out the fire. You should also equip all your tools so that you will not be damaged from the fire, y'ou will get 45 XP for this. This.
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